Monitoring of mutagenesis by environmental agents for the purpose of preventing genetic disease including cancer must include quantitation of cell killing, sensitive measurement of mutation production by appropriate doses of each agent, and assessment of mutation repair effects in mammalian cells. A four-step procedure, in the presence and absence of a repair suppressor, is proposed: (i) determination of the survival curve; (ii) measurement of the mitotic index in cells collected after treatment with colcemid; (iii) construction of a mutagenesis yield curve in the presence and absence of a repair suppressor, like caffeine; and (iv) assessment of the effect of test agents on the repair of mutations produced by other mutagens. The procedure is quantitative, reproducible, and reasonably rapid. It involves measurement of mutations causing visible chromosomal aberrations. Numerical parameters are proposed defining quantitatively mutation, cell killing, and mutation repair capacity. The procedure is applied to ␥-irradiation and can detect the effects of doses as low as 2-5 cGy. Theoretical analysis of the underlying processes is presented, using the concept of D E 0 , the effective dose of mutagen after repair mechanisms and neutralizing agents have acted. Microscopically visible chromosome aberrations are due to mutations that distort the process of mitotic chromosome condensation, with or without actual chromosome breakage.
While it has long been recognized that mutation is the first step in carcinogenesis, and although mutation monitoring has been carried out for Ϸ25 years, the results have not fulfilled expectations. Indeed, an alarming number of human cancers have increased in frequency (1) . It has been demonstrated that methodologies based on single gene markers are usually insufficiently sensitive. Thus, methods that can detect mutagenic effects of an agent like x-rays only in doses far beyond the mean lethal dose for human cells cannot be expected to be effective in preventing human disease, since dead cells cannot produce cancer (2) (3) (4) . Similar considerations would apply not only to cancer but to all mutation-caused human disease, so that the range of pathology involved is indeed vast.
To be effective in preventing human disease due to mutagenic agents, it appears necessary to measure three different effects in a sensitive, rapid, and convenient procedure: production of mutation, cell death, and action of cellular repair systems. A system of measurements to accomplish these ends is considered here. It involves measurement of several parameters including chromosomal aberrations in cells without and with caffeine treatment to inhibit repair. A large number of studies have contributed in very important ways to development of cytogenetic scoring of mutational events, the role of caffeine in mutation repair, and the relationship of these processes to human disease (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) .
This paper develops the underlying theory and presents a set of procedures for evaluating several aspects of mutation, which it is hoped will be useful for prevention of human disease. X-irradiation is used as a model mutagen because of the ease and the accuracy of dose delivery and measurement, and because it produces an extremely wide range of mutational events.
Materials and Methods
A random culture of human immortalized lymphocytes is irradiated at time ϭ 0 with the prescribed dose of ␥-rays; caffeine at a concentration of 1 mg͞ml is added to half of the cells; the cells are incubated at 37ЊC for 0.5 hr and then colcemid at a concentration of 0.05 g͞ml is added to each tube to collect mitotic figures. After a further 1.5 hr of incubation, the cells are prepared by standard methodology for cytogenetic analysis. Mitotic indices are determined on these same slides, counting at least 1000 cells. Chromosomal aberrations are scored on 20-80 cells for each treatment. Aberrations scored consist of chromatid and chromosome breaks and gaps in which the discontinuity was at least equal to the width of the chromatid. Smaller discontinuities were counted if they were accompanied by a displacement of the chromatid arm beyond the break. The identity of the slides was unknown to the scorer, and multiple scorers evaluated the same slides with good agreement. At the ␥-ray doses and caffeine concentrations employed, translocations, dicentrics, and rings were rarely if ever seen and were not scored (6) . Unirradiated cells, with or without caffeine, usually yielded about 1 aberration per 20 cells. Caffeine itself slightly increases the incidence of these aberrations. Any aberrations found in control slides, with or without caffeine, were subtracted from the corresponding aberrational yield in the test slides. Typical results are presented in Table 1 . ␥-Radiation was delivered at room temperature by a 137 Cs source at a dose rate of 3.3-174 cGy͞min as described (11) . Human lymphocytes immortalized by Epstein-Barr virus (NIGMS Mutant Cell Repository, Camden, NJ) or fresh human lymphocytes activated by phytohemagglutinin were employed. Survival curves for the lymphocytes were constructed by means of the colorimetric cell proliferation assay (23) (24) (25) (26) , which has been shown by others and ourselves to yield essentially the same curves as the standard single cell plating assay for a variety of mammalian cells (27) . Rapidly growing fibroblasts like those of the Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell can also be used for all of the procedures described. survival curve or its equivalent for the test agent in the presence and absence of caffeine, (ii) measurement of the mitotic index in colcemid-treated cells that have been incubated with the test agent in the presence and absence of caffeine, (iii) measurement of microscopically visible chromosomal aberrations in these same cells, and (iv) measurement of the effect of the test agent on the mutational yield and G 2 delay produced by other mutagens.
The Single Cell Survival Curve. Survival curves define the lethal effects on mammalian cell reproduction of radiation and chemical agents (27) . The survival curve is a necessary part of mutagenesis determination for any particular agent to ascertain the dose ranges to be tested. We tentatively propose that the dose between 100 and 1.0% survival would encompass the range most important for human disease. This figure can be changed if experience dictates its necessity.
The survival curve also permits determination of the parameters D L 0 , the mean lethal dose, and D R 0 , the maximum instantaneous dose of mutagenic agent that can be neutralized by the cellular repair system. The standard single cell survival curve exhibits an initial shoulder followed by a transition to a linearly logarithmic decrease in cell survival (27) (Fig. 1) . For most ␥-irradiation of mammalian cells tested, D L 0 , the mean lethal dose for human cells defined as the dose needed to reduce survivors to the 37% level (i.e., by the fraction 1 e ) as measured in the linear portion of the logarithmic curve, lies between 50 and 175 cGy (27) (28) (29) . The exact value varies with the experimental conditions, but approximate values are sufficient for present purposes. We use an approximate value of 100 cGy as the D L 0 value of human cells generally. D R 0 is obtained by the intersection of the extrapolated linear portion of the survival curve with the ordinate representing 100% survival. Many investigators make a practice of using the 50% cell lethality dose to describe cell killing by an agent. The parameters D L 0 and D R 0 are preferred, however, because each describes a single process, whereas the 50% survival dose is a mixed function of both cell killing and repair. D R 0 also shows variability depending on experimental conditions with a range between 40 and 200 cGy. The variability in these parameters is not important for purposes of the present paper. In further work where more precision may be required, analysis of conditions governing this variability will be presented.
Caffeine in appropriate dose erases the shoulder on the survival curve, producing a single exponential or one-hit curve, whose slope is almost the same as the limiting slope of the survival curve in the absence of caffeine ( Fig. 1) (28) . Caffeine has been shown to inhibit repair of mutations and to eliminate the interruption in traverse of G 2 by mutagenized cells (G 2 lag) (5-26, 28, 30-32) .
It may be noted that survival curves constructed by the recently described cell proliferation method (23-25) yield results similar to those obtained by single cell plating for a wide variety of cells, and so can be used for cells like activated human lymphocytes for which single cell plating is difficult, but which are particularly convenient for cytogenetic analysis. However, fibroblasts could be substituted for activated lymphocytes if desired (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) .
We utilize the following conceptual model: cell killing occurs as a result of unrepaired mutations located widely throughout the genome. The capacity of the cell to repair simultaneous mutations has a maximum limit. Killing is due to apoptosis͞necrosis triggered in cells by a single unrepaired mutation occurring in an exposed region of the genome (see Discussion). Thus, in understanding mutagenic effects of any agent, it becomes necessary to determine the mean lethal dose, D L 0 , the mean mutagenic dose, D M 0 , and D R 0 , the maximum dose
A typical x-ray survival curve for the human HeLa cell (top curve) and demonstration of removal of the shoulder by caffeine (lower curve) to produce a linear curve with approximately the same slope as the limiting slope of the curve without caffeine (28) . D L 0 , the mean lethal dose is obtained from this slope. D R 0 , the maximum dose that can be repaired is obtained from intersection of the top curve with the ordinate (survival ϭ 100%). It can also be approximated as the interval between the two curves in the region where they are parallel. 94 (1997) that when given at a single point in time can still be repaired by the test cell. D L 0 is obtained from the limiting slope of the standard survival curve. D R 0 can be calculated either from the survival curve as the intersection of the extrapolated linear part of the survival curve with the ordinate, 100% survival ( Fig. 1) , or somewhat less accurately from the difference between survival curves carried out in the presence or absence of caffeine in the region where the two curves are virtually parallel, as shown in Fig. 1 . D M 0 is obtained as the slope of the straight line curve obtained by plotting the number of observed chromosomal aberrations against the dose of x-rays as indicated in Fig. 2 (2,  8) .
For a dose, D, appreciably less than D R 0 , the survival is close to 100%. For doses sufficiently great so that the limiting slope is achieved, the linear logarithmic region of the survival curve is given by the following equation:
where D E 0 , the effective dose, is defined by:
(Similarly, if mutagen-neutralizing substances are present in the medium,
where D N 0 represents the amount of dose neutralized by the antimutagenic agents.)
These equations represent cell survival only in the region of the survival curve where the limiting slope has been achieved. For doses lower than this, survival may be calculated by taking into account the probabilistic nature of the process. The exact survival curve for any dose can be represented by the appropriate equations to be presented in the next paper in this series.
Cells or agents that for various reasons do not exhibit the typical survival curve like that in Fig. 1 have to be analyzed individually. Obviously, agents that produce high mutagenesis and low cell killing are the most dangerous from the standpoint of disease causation.
Measurement of the Mitotic Index. The next step is to prepare slides for cytogenetic analysis and to determine the mitotic index on such slides. A positive indication of mutagenesis activity at any dose is given if, and only if, both the following conditions are satisfied: (i) demonstration of a clear drop in the mitotic index caused by the test agent in the absence of caffeine, and (ii) reversal of this drop in mitotic index by the action of caffeine (Table 1 ). For example, estradiol causes a G 2 lag and consequent drop in mitotic index in this procedure, but the effect is not reversed by caffeine. Tests with estradiol showed no mutagenic activity at these doses. Thus, the mitotic index test can be used to rule out agents that are not mutagenic in the dose employed. A rapid scanning for chromosome aberrations in such cases can confirm the absence of mutations and eliminate the need for painstaking counting of aberrations. Treatments exhibiting patterns of mitotic index effects different from those shown in Table 1 should be scored carefully for mutagenesis. While a variety of chemical agents including 1-methyl-3-nitro-1-nitrosoguanidine, hydrogen peroxide, and 4-nitroquinoline have been successfully tested in this fashion, further testing is necessary to determine the universality of the use of mitotic index as a preliminary mutation indicator. It should be emphasized that it is necessary to adhere strictly to the procedure given here to maximize the mitotic index effect.
The Standard Mutagenesis Curve. Quantitative delineation of mutagenesis is achieved by scoring clearly defined chromosomal aberrations in the treated cells, both in the presence and absence of caffeine (11) . Theoretically, one should obtain from these experiments not only a value for D M 0 , but also a confirmation of the value for D R 0 . Practically, however, the latter value is difficult to obtain from this procedure because the G 2 delay in the absence of caffeine causes so large a drop in the mitotic index even for small radiation doses that it is difficult to obtain enough mitotic figures to provide an accurate value of the aberrations index (Table 1 and From the curve in Fig. 2 , one can calculate that D M 0 , the average dose needed to produce one recognizable mutation per G 2 cell, is Ϸ12.3 cGy. Similar but different values for the various parameters are obtained if a different test cell like CHO is employed. Activated or immortalized human lymphocytes have been chosen by us because of their great convenience in cytogenetic analysis. It may be noted that chromosome aberration yields for different doses of x-irradiation observed by us almost 40 years ago using normal human fibroblasts agrees well with that shown in Fig. 2 in the absence of caffeine (6) . Use of lymphocytes has the added advantage of making possible a rapid test for agent mutagenesis and cellular repair capacity for any person from whom a blood sample is available (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) .
Measurement of Effects on the Repair Reaction. The fourth procedure is to determine the effect of the agent to be tested on the repair of mutations produced by other agents. For example, a 2-hr exposure to 1 mg͞ml of caffeine has no effect on cell survival, but has a very large effect on the repair of mutations produced by sublethal amounts of x-rays. A mutation yield curve is constructed for ␥-irradiated cells in the presence and absence of the agent to be studied, which is tested in various concentrations in the procedure exactly like that used for caffeine in determining its effect on the mutagenesis of ␥-rays. Thus, agents like caffeine, which inhibit repair, and the critical concentrations needed for activity, can be identified. This procedure will also identify agents and treatments that enhance repair.
Conclusions
From the data of Table 1 
Discussion
It is necessary to consider what types of mutations are actually scored in this system. It has been conventional to regard chromosomal aberrations of the type considered here as gross changes in chromosomal structure usually involving breaks in the DNA chain. The implication of such considerations is that smaller so-called ''point'' mutations would be missed by this procedure.
It should be pointed out that the procedure described here is extremely sensitive, easily able to detect doses as little as 2-5 cGy of x-rays, in a fairly rapid fashion. In part the increased sensitivity is due to use of the entire genome as a target instead of just a single marker gene. The reason for the ability to score single mutational events can be understood from analysis of the underlying metabolic processes. Scoring of mutations is carried out in mitotic cells in which each chromosome has been condensed 20,000 times and its thickness correspondingly increased so that the chromosomes at this part of the life cycle become visible in the light microscope. This condensation is achieved by coiling, supercoiling, and super-supercoiling of the DNA. Throughout this process, proteins attach to particular sites in a highly specific fashion. This entire sequence of molecular events is carried out in an exceedingly orderly way, as evidenced by the uniform diameter achieved throughout the chromosomal length despite the enormous condensation that has occurred, and by the highly reproducible fashion in which the various banded regions on every chromosome are displayed.
If a change in structure at any point of any chromosome is produced by a mutagenic agent such that the specific condensation reaction at that point is inhibited, DNA around that point will remain uncondensed or poorly condensed. Because uncondensed DNA is invisible under the light microscope, the result will be an apparent discontinuity in the chromosome or some other departure from normal chromosomal structure like chromosome unravelling. Of course some mutations may indeed produce an actual chromosomal discontinuity but these are not the only lesions monitored by the procedure described. By far the most frequent visible effect of mutagenesis is an apparent mitotic chromosomal discontinuity, and these are so easily recognized that they have constituted the principal basis for our measuring system so far.
The methodology described here can also be used for chemical mutagens (2) , and detailed data will be presented elsewhere. Automation appears feasible and should make the scoring procedure even more rapid and sensitive. It becomes necessary to consider effects of changing dose rate, particularly with respect to chemicals whose entry into the cell, or whose modification inside the cell, may lend further complications to the process.
Results similar to those reported here have been obtained by us on lymphocytes from freshly drawn blood, which have been induced to initiate reproduction by treatment with phytohemagglutinin, as has also been previously reported by Parshad, Sanford, and coworkers (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) .
The approach described here appears useful for the following applications. The question arises as to why D M 0 is definitely smaller than D L 0 . If, as we propose, the mutational lesion is indeed what triggers apoptosis͞necrosis, it may be that only about oneseventh of the lesions we examine contribute to cell lethality. Several possible factors may contribute to this difference. (i) We visualize that mitotic cells entering a new reproductive cycle undergo DNA monitoring for mutations. Presumably monitoring molecules traverse the exposed DNA regions. On encountering a mutation, the monitoring process halts and either the lesion is repaired or apoptosis͞necrosis is initiated. Repaired mutations presumably do not lead to death. Thus, one unrepaired mutation may be sufficient to trigger the lethal process. (ii) Cells in G 1 have only a fraction of their DNA exposed to react with the molecules involved in the monitoring function (33) . Thus mutations in areas that become sequestered in G 1 may fail to contribute to cell death. (iii) The value of 12.3 cGy for D M 0 was obtained for cells that were in the G 2 phase of the cell cycle, whereas the survival curve is determined for cells distributed over the entire life cycle. The amount of DNA in G 2 cells is twice that of G 1 cells, while in S the DNA content varies from that of the G 1 cell at the beginning of S to that of the G 2 cells at its end. Thus cells in G 1 and early S will present a smaller target than those in G 2 .
(iv Finally other factors including repair may operate differently for cells irradiated in G 2 as compared with other parts of the cycle. We prefer to use the G 2 cell for mutation monitoring because of its convenience and the fact that its greater DNA content should provide maximum target size and therefore sensitivity.
Cell Biology: Puck et al. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 94 (1997) For most cells the survival curve drops in simple exponential fashion after a dose in the neighborhood of several D L 0 's has been given. Presumably then, a single unrepaired but exposed mutation is enough to cause cell killing by apoptosis͞necrosis. Cells in different parts of the life cycle may vary in the effectiveness of repair so that some may be able to repair more mutations than others. When the repair capacity has been saturated, however, the presence of a single further (and therefore unrepaired) mutation would appear to be sufficient to initiate the lethal processes after the cell moves into its next reproductive cycle.
It should be pointed out that the term ''repair'' does not imply that the cell genome has been returned to its original state. All that this analysis indicates is that the mutational changes that have occurred in the structure of the cellular genome that prevent abnormal appearance of chromosome condensation in mitosis and can contribute to cell reproductive death, have been altered metabolically so as to permit the cell to resume unlimited reproduction instead of undergoing apoptosis͞necrosis.
Because caffeine under the conditions prescribed by Waldren and Rasko (28) produces a linear logarithmic survival curve with approximately the same slope as the limiting slope achieved without caffeine, we conclude that caffeine prevents repair of all (or almost all) lesions contributing to cell death under these specific experimental conditions. There may be other types of DNA lesions produced by the mutagenic action that are not repaired or do not contribute to cell death which are not affected by caffeine.
Radiation doses that cause mutation in G 2 cells also cause a delay in reaching mitosis, during which time the repair is effected. This delay, which is at least roughly proportional to the dose, can be detected for doses of approximately 9 rads or less (34, 35) . Caffeine causes bypass of the repair process so that both DNA repair and its accompanying G 2 lag are eliminated.
The condensation process in the mitotic chromosomes thus furnishes visual amplification of the results of mutation and so permits the very high sensitivity that is required for detecting nonlethal mutagenesis responsible for disease. Earlier views regarded discontinuities in mitotic chromosomes as an indication of an actual break in the DNA chain. The fact that such an apparent break does not necessarily indicate a DNA discontinuity is borne out by recent studies in fragile X syndrome in which the apparent discontinuity in the X chromosome has been shown to represent a continuous chromosome in which amplification of a repetitive sequence is responsible for the aberrant structure of the mitotic X chromosome (36, 37) .
The procedure used here might miss certain classes of mutation. If such are discovered, they will have to be identified and corrected for in monitoring situations important in human disease. The three quantities, D L 0 , D M 0 , and D R 0 , would appear to define the cell's reaction to a mutagenic agent applied in a very short time. The concept of the effective dose, D E 0 , permits calculation of the effects of cellular repair and the presence of added antimutagens.
Effects of chemical agents will be considered in detail later. Some complexity arises because such a dose usually cannot be administered in as short a time as with radiation. However, the approach outlined here remains applicable. Survival curves for chemical agents are well known. Representative mutagenic data for 1-methyl-3-nitro-1-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG) have been presented earlier (2) . It can be stated that mitotic index effects for this agent have been found to resemble those illustrated here for ␥-rays.
The most dangerous dose range in the production of human disease would appear to be in the lower dose ranges where large numbers of viable cells remain, but in which the repair mechanism has been unable to neutralize all of the mutations produced. It is obvious, then, that agents like caffeine, which inhibit repair, may be contributing as much as mutagenic agents themselves in causing disease. In higher concentrations caffeine itself also causes mutation. The molecular nature of caffeine action at different concentrations and exposure times requires more detailed study.
Finally it should be noted that mutagenic doses of ␥-irradiation well below the maximum repair dose as interpreted here are not necessarily harmless. While doses of 50 cGy or less produce considerably less mutation in the absence of caffeine than in its presence, they still produce significant numbers of mutations even when normal repair operates. When one considers the huge number of cells in the body, and that presumably a single cell mutated appropriately can lead to cancer or genetic disease, the magnitude of the problem can be appreciated. Persons exposed to mutagens like radiation or cigarette smoke would be well advised to avoid simultaneous intake of caffeine.
